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ABSTRACT 
SpeechActs is an t:xperimental conversational speech sys
tem. Experience with redesigning the system based on user 
feedback indicates the importance of adhering to conversa
tional conventions when designing speech interfaces, par
ticularly in the face of speech recognition errors. Study 
results also suggest that speech-only interfaces should be 
designed from scratch rather than directly translated from 
their graphical counterparts. Thi& paper examines a set of 
challenging issues facing speech inteIface designers and 
describes approaches to address some of these challenges. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Mobile access to on-line infOlmation is clUcial for traveling 
professionals who often feel out of touch when ~eparated 
from their computer. Missed messages can cause serious 
inconvenienct: or even spell disaster when decisions are 
delayed or plans change. 

A portable computer com empower the nomad to some 
degree, yet connecting to the network (by modem, for 
example) can often range from irnpractical to impossible. 
The ubiquitous telephone. on the other hand. is necessarily 
networked. Telephone access to on-line data using touch
tone interfaces is already common. These interfaces. how
ever, are often charao:r.erized hy a labyrinth of invisible and 
tedious hierarchies which result when menu options out
number te.1ephone keys or when choices overload users' 
short-term memory. 

Conversational spe,~ch offers an attral;tive alternative to 
keypad input for telephone-based interaction. It is familiar, 
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requires minimal physical effort for the user, and leaves 
hands and eyes free. And since physical space presents no 
constraint for a speech system. the number of commands is 
virtually unlimited. 

Implementing a usable conversational interface. however. 
involves overcoming substantial obstacles. Error-prone 
speech recognizers require the system to emphasize feed
back and verification. yet the time it takes to identify and 
repair errors can be tiring. Fwther. conversational inter
faces are young, and transferring design principles from 
other media such as graphics can lead to unusable systems. 
Despite these problems, we. along with others [6, 9,10, 11], 
believe the technology good enough and the promise excit
ing enough to make experimentation worthwhile. 

In the SpeechActs project, we seek to identify principles 
and challenges of conversational interface design and to 
pinpoint limitations of current technology. In so doing, we 
hope to define useful avenuef> for research and suggest 
strategies for addressing the difficult problems facing 
speech user interface designers. 

In this paper. we first describe the functionality of the 
SpeechActs system. We then explain our methodology, 
including usability testing and iterative redesign. We con
clude with speech user interface design challenges and 
strategies for meeting those challenges in a speech-only 
environment. 

THE SpeechActs SYSTEM 
SpeechActs is a research prototype that integrates third
party speech recognition and synthesis with telephony. nat
ural language processing capabilities. and other tools for 
creating speech applications. For an overview of the 
SpeechActs architecture, see [13]. To date, the system 
includes speech-only interfaces to a number of applications 
including electronic mail, calendar, weather. and stock 
quotes. 

With the mail application, which uses Sun's Mail Tool 
backend. users can hear their messages. skip forward or 
backward from one header to the next. fax a message. reply 
to a message, or initiate a new message to a person on their 
short list of names known to the speech recognizer. To fax 
messages. users can say the name of a predefined location 
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(i.e., work, home) oi can spscify a fax munber by using 
telephone keypad in])iit. Whea sendmg a message, the user 
has the oi)tion of including the ciurent message and/or 
including a recorded audio altac;hment. Following is an 
example of a typical interaction with the mail apphcation: 

SpeechActs: You have 14 new messages and 47 old 
messages. ITie first new message is from 
Eric Baatz regarding "report completed." 

User: l ^ t me hear it. 

SpeechActs: "The first draft is ready for your com-
ments. Eric." 

User: Reply and include the current message. 

Speech/^icts: Preparing message to Eric Baatz. Begin 
rec.ording after die tone. When finished, 
pause for several seconds. 

User: lixic, F11 ger. those to j'ou this afternoon. 

Speechi'Vcte: Say cancel, seuc, cs review. 

User: Send. 

Speech/Vcts: Mejisage sent. What now? 

User: Nextmessag(;. 

Speechyvcts: New message two from Stuart Adams, 
subject "Can we meet at 3:00 today?" 

User: Switch to cidendai-... 

The SpeechActs c^deiidar int;ifac«, based on Sun's Calen-
dar Manager application, allows users to browse their own 
calendar as well as the calendars of other users on their 
short list. When the user requests information, the applica-
tion reads them aU the events on a sekxred day. Typical cal-
endar queries iiicludt;: 

What dci I have tomorrow? 

What about Bob? 

What did he have last Wednesday? 

And next Thiu sday? 

What was Paul doing three diys after L,abor Day? 

'l"he weather applicalior. provides im interface to the Uni-
versity of Micliigan's on-line. Weather Undergroimd fore-
casts. Users can call up .md ask for weadier for states and 
for major cities around the count-y. For example, the user 
can say: 

What's Ihe weatlier in Seattle? 

How abDut Texas? 

I'd like the e;c1ende(i f(irex:as( i'or Bosion. 

I,ike the weatfiiji: ap])]ication, tbe stock quotes application 
provides ii sptsech iaterJ'ace to a dynamic data fsed. The 
user is able to ask tor tlie prices of selected stocks, ask 
about thei]' luglis, lo\vs, and volume, or ask for the prices of 
•stocks in thei]' poi ti'cJio (a stcieii list of stocks). Sample 
queries irK:lud(!: 

What's die pria; of Sun? 

What was the voliune? 

TeU me about DiM. 

How's my portfolio doing? 

As with multiple graphical applications running in the same 
environment, SpeechActs supports a standard set of func-
tions that are always available in any application. For 
example, the user may always switch to a different applica-
tion, ask for help, or end a session by saying "good bye." 

USER STUDY I ITERATIVE DESIGN 
Before the SpeechActs software was written, we conducted 
a survey and a field study [12] which served as the basis for 
the preliminary speech user interface (SUI) design. Once 
we had a working prototype, we conducted a usability study 
in which we adhered to Jakob Nielsen's formative evalua-
tion philosophy of changing and retesting the interface as 
soon as usability problems are uncovered [8]. As a result, 
tlie formative evaluation study involved small groups of 
users and a substantial amount of iterative redesign. 

Formative Evaluation Study Design 
Fourteen users participated in the shady. The first two par-
ticipants were pilot subjects. After the first pilot, we rede-
signed die study, solved major usability problems, and fixed 
software bugs. After the pilots, nine users, all from our tar-
get population of traveling professionals, were divided into 
diree groups of duee. Each group had two males and one 
female. An additional three participants were, unconven-
tionally, members of die software development team. They 
served as a control group. As expert SpeechActs users, die 
developers provided a means of factoring out the interface 
in order to evaluate die performance of the speech recog-
nizer. 

After testing each group of target users, we altered the 
interface and used die next group to validate our changes. 
Some major design changes were postponed until the end 
of the study. These will be tested in the next phase of the 
project when we plan to conduct a longer-term field study 
to measure die usefulness of SpeechActs as users adapt to it 
over time. 

Tasks 
During die study, each participant was led into a room fash-
ioned like a hotel room and seated at a table with a tele-
phone. They were asked to complete a set of 22 tasks, 
taking approximately 20 minutes, and dien participate in a 
follow-up interview. 

The tasks were designed to help evaluate each of die four 
SpeechActs applications, as well as their interoperation, in 
a real-life situation. To ampleti; the tasks, participants had 
to read and reply to electronic raail, check calendar entiies 
for themselves £nd others, look up a stock quote, and 
nstrieve a weadier forecast. 
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Instead of giving explicit diiections, we embedded the tasks 
in the mail messages. Thus the single, simple directive 
"answer all new messages diat require a response" led to 
the participants executing most of the tasks desired. For 
example, one of the messages read as follows: "I under-
stand you have access to weather information around the 
country. If it's not too much tj ouble, could you tell me how 
warm it is going to be in Pittsburgh tomorrow?" Tlie partic-
ipant had to switch fi-om the mail application to the weather 
application, retrieve the fore-ca&t, return to the mail applica-
tion, and prepare a reply. 

Although the instructions for completing the task were 
brief, participants were provided with a "quick reference 
card" with sample commands. For example, under the 
heading "Mail" were plu-ases such as "read me the first 
message," "let me hear it," "next message," "skip that one," 
"scan the headers," and "go to message seven " In addition, 
keypad commands were listeti foi stopping speech synthe-
sizer output and tui-ning the recognizer on and off. 

Summary of Results 
After testing tlie first group of users, we were able to iden-
tify the main ])roblenis in the, inttsrface. Each of our users 
bemoaned the slow paas of ihe interaction, most of them 
thought the computer gave too much feedback, and almost 
everyone insisted that they bs able to interrupt the speech 
output with their voia;. Most 3{;iegious was our inappropri-
ate translation of the Sun Mail Tool message organization 
into speecli. A teclinique that worked well in the graphical 
interface turned out to bt; confusing and disorienting in the 
speech interfiice. Details about this problem with message 
organization along with odier deJiign-related study results 
are woven into the discussion on design challenges in the 
following section. 

In the study, our main aim w as not to collect quantitative 
data; however, the data we gathered did suggest several 
trends. As hoped, we noticed a marked, consistent decrease 
in both the number of utterances and the amount of time 
required to complete the tasks from one design cycle to the 
next, suggesting that the redesigns had some effect. On 
average, tlie fii st group of users look 74 utterances and 18.5 
minutes tc> complete the task;; compared to tlie third group 
wliich took only 62 uttenincef: juid 15 minutes (Table 1). 

Participants Utterances Time (miiiutes) 

Group 1 74 18.67 
Group 2 63 16.33 
Group 3 62 15.00 
Developers •̂3 12.33 

Table 1. Average number of utterance;; and time to complete tasks. 

At the stai t of the SixjecilActs project, we were aware that 
the state of the art in speech r(!Cog]iition technolog:/ was not 
adequate foi- the conviirsational applic;ations we w<!re build-
ing. One of our resem ch questions was to determioe if cer-

tain types of interface design strategies might increase 
users' success with the recognizer. Unfortunately, none of 
our redesigns seemed to have an impact on recognition 
rates—the number of utterances that resulted in the system 
performing the correct action. They remained consistent 
among the groups, with the developers showing about a 
10% better rate tlian the first-time users. More significant 
than the design was the individual; for instance, female par-
ticipants, on average, had only 52% of their utterances 
interpreted coixectly compared to 68.5% for males. Even 
with these low recognition rates, the participants were able 
to complete most of the 22 tasks. Males averaged 20 com-
pleted tasks compared to 17 for females (Table 2). 

Participants Recog. Rates Tasks Completed 

Female 52% 17 
Male 68.5% 20 
Developers 75.3% 22 

Table 2. Average recognition rates and number of tasks com-
pleted.. 

Paradoxically, we found that recognition rates were a poor 
indicator of satisfaction. Some of the participants with the 
highest error rates gave die most glowing reviews during 
the follow-up interview. It is our conclusion that error rates 
correlate only loosely with satisfaction. Users bring many 
and varying expectations to a conversation, and their satis-
faction will depend on how well the system fulfills tiiose 
expectations. 

Moreover, expectations otiier than recognition performance 
colored users' opinions. Some participants were expert at 
using Sun 's voice mail system with its touch- tone 
sequences that can be rapidly issued. These users were 
quick to point out the slow pace of SpeechActs; almost 
without exception they pointed out that a short sequence of 
key presses could execute a command that took several sec-
onds or longer with SpeechActs. 

Overall, participants liked the concept behind SpeechActs 
and eagerly awaited improvements. Barriers still remain, 
however, before a system like SpeechActs can be made 
widely available. The next section provides a more in-depth 
discussion of tiie challenges inherent in speech interfaces as 
well as solutions to some of tiiese suggested by our users' 
experience with SpeechActs. 

DESIGN CHALLENGES 
In analyzing the data from our user studies, we have identi-
fied four substantial user interface design challenges for 
speech-only applications. Below is a description of each 
challenge along with our approach to addressing tiie chal-
lenge. 

Challenge: Simulating Conversation 
Herb Clark says that "speaking and listening are two parts 
of a collective activity" [1], A major design challenge in 
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creating speech applications. the::efor€:, is to simulate the 
role of speaker/listener convincingly enough to produce 
successful communication witli tie human collaborator. In 
designing our dialogs, w . attempt to establish and maintain 
what Qark calls a common ground or shared c;ontext. 

To make the interaction feel conversational, we avoid 
explicitly prompting the user for input whenever possible. 
'ITiis means that there are numerous junctures in thii conver-
sational flow where the user must takf; the initiative. For 
(5xample, after a mail header is read, users hear a prompt 
tone. Almost all users comfortably talce die lead and say 
something appropriate such as "re id the message," or "skip 
it." In these cases, we adequately establish a common 
jyound ani;I dierefore are rewiirled with a conversation that 
flows naturally without die uss of sxpUcit prompts. 

When we engaged uiiers in a suodialog, howe\'er, study par-
ticipants had aouble knowing what to say, or even if it was 
their turn to speak, when the subdialog concluded. The 
completion of a subiii.alog cones])onds to a discourse seg-
ment pop in th<; discourse stra(;tu:e terminology described 
by Grosz & Sidner [?]. When tJiC: subdialog is closed, the 
context returns to that piecediiig vhe subdialog. For exam-
ple, the user might read a string oi messages and tlien come 
across one that requires a resjponse. In lie reply subdialog, 
tJie user has to decide whetlier or not to include die current 
message, has to re(X)rd tlie new message, and, perhaps, has 
to review ihe recording. >Vheri Juiished, the user is back to a 
point wheje he or sh(; can. condiiue reading messages. La the 
Mail Tool graphical user interface (GUI), the reply 
S3quence lalces. plaĉ e in a pop-iip \vindow which disappears 
v/hen die user sends ilie messsige, iind their preivious context 
is revealed. We found that we needed an imalogous signal. 

Chu- first attenif)t (o provide a discourse pop cue—a prompt 
tone at the end of the sutdijilog:—failed. We considered the 
use of an intonational cue, wliich is one technique used by 
human spe-akers. Since o\ir synthesizer could not produce a 
clear enough intonational cu«i, v/e included an ex])licit cue 
phrase—"What now?"—to sij;nal the discourse pop. Sur-
prisingly, this small jjrompt did, in fact, act to signal the 
subdialog's completion and leturn the user to l i e main 
interactiorial context. 

Prosody. I'rosody, oi intonation, is an importJint element in 
conversations, yd maoy of ths synthesizers available today 
do a poor job reproducing human-sounding intonational 
contours, 'lids means that majij' types of utterances used by 
humans cannot t e eraployed in th(j speech inturi'ace design. 
For example, as an aliemativc to (he phrase "What did you 
say?", we tried r.o uses "limm?" aiid "hull?", but could not 
ie])roduce the sounds coEviiicir.j;ly. 

Despite the lack of j;ood prosodies, most of om* si.Tidy par-
ticipants Siiid the sjxech output was understandable. On the 
other hand, many oomplaiiuid that (he voice sounded 
"tinny," "electronic," or 'thoj)p3'.' 

Pacing. Another important aspect of conversation involves 
pacing. Due to a variety oi' reasons, the pacing in 
SpeechActs applications does not match normal conversa-
tional pacing. The pauses in the conversatiion resulting from 
recognition delays, while not excessively long by graphical 
interaction standards, are just long enough to be perceived 
as unnatural. One user commented: "I had to get adjusted to 
it in the begiimmg...I had to slow down my reactions." 

Li addition, the synthesizer is difficult to interrupt due to 
cross-talk in the telephone lines which prevents the speech 
recognizer from listening while the synthesizer is speaking. 
Li the implementation used by study participants, users had 
to use keypad input to stop the synthesizer from speaking. 
Unfortunately, as Stifehnan also found [II], users had a 
strong preference for using their voice to interrupt the syn-
thesizer. A user said; "I kept finding myself talking before 
die computer was finished. The pacing was ofif." 

We have identified several strategies to improve pacing. 
First, we are experimenting with a barge-in technique diat 
will allow users to intemipt the speech synthesizer using 
dieir voice. Second, we would like users to be able to speed 
up and slow down the synthesized speech. This way they 
could listen to familiar prompts and unimportant messages 
quickly, but slow the speaking down for important informa-
tion. We are also considering adding keypad short-cuts for 
functions common to all applications (e.g., next, previous, 
skip, delete, help. etc.). '.rhis will allow advanced users to 
move more quickly through (he information, skipping 
prompts when appropriate. Another potential aid for 
advanced users, which Stifelman recommends [11], is 
replacing some of the spoken prompts with auditory icons 
or sounds that evoke the meaning of die prompt. 

Challenge: Transforming GUIs into SUIs 
Since one of the goals of the SpeechActs project is to 
enable speech access to existing desktop applications, our 
initial SUI designs were influenced by the existing graphi-
cal interfaces. Our user studies, however, made it apparent 
diat GUI conventions would not transfer successfully to a 
speech-only environment. The {^volution of oiu" SUI design 
shows a clear trend towiu-ds interpersonal conversational 
style and away from graphical techniques. 

Vocabulary. An importan( aspect of conversation is vocabu-
lary. We discovensd early on diat die vocabulary used in die 
GUI does not d ansfer well to die SUI. As much as they may 
use a piece of soltware, users are not in the habit of using 
die vocabulary from the graphical interface in their work-
related conversations. Here is one of many examples from 
our pre-design field study where we analyzed human-
human conversations relating to calendars: On tiie tele-
phone, a manager who is a heavy user of Sun's calendar 
GUI, asked his assistant to look up information on a col-
league's calendar: 
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Manager: Next Monday-·Can you gl~t imo John's 
calendEll'? 

To access another mer's calendar in the GUI, the assistant 
had to select all item (jobnh@lab2) from the Browse menu. 
In his request. the manageI neyer mentioned the word 
"browse." and eertaiJily did not spacify the colleague's user 
ID and machine name. Also note his use of a relative date 
specification. The graphical calendar has DO concept of 
"next Monday" or other relativt: dates such as "a week from 
tomorrow" or "the day after Labor Day." These are. not nec
essary with a graphical "iew. yet they are almost essential 
when a physical calendar is not present. 

It turned out that the. assistcnt could :not. in fact. access 
.Tohn's calendar. She I'I~ived the t:reor message: "Unable to 
access johnb@J.ab2" Her spoken I'I!ply was: 

Assistant: GCI5h. I don't thnk I (;an get into his cal
endar. 

In designing c~ach of the SpetchActs applications. we tried 
to support vocabulary and st:nb~nce structures in keeping 
with users' f;ollvenational C.ol"t:ntions rather than. with the 
words and phrases used in tbe (;orresponding graphical 
interface. The field study as well as the formative study 
both indicate. that it is unlikely users will have success 
interacting with a system that uses graphical items as 
speech buttons or spoken commands. 

Information O,ganization. In. addition to vocabulary. the 
organization and presentation of information often does not 
transfer well from the graI,bical to t.he conversational 
domain. The difficulties we. tncOlmte:red with the number
iag of electronic mail messagf!S illustrates the tr;illslation 
problem. In Sun's M8il Tool GUI, ffiI~s:;ages are numbered 
sequentially. and new messages are marked with the letter 
"N." Thus. if YOLl have 10 rnt:ssa~;es and thre.e are new. the 
first new message i:; numhe), 8 The advantage of this 
scheme is that messages :ret'llll the sarne number even when 
their statu.s ch:mges :from ne",' tCI old. The "N" is simply 
r·~moved after a mt:s:;age is reali. 

We initially mo,ed the same nlllDbt!ring scheme in the SUI. 
but with poor wsuIts. Evt:n thougb the start-up message told 
tne user how many :l'~W and old messages they had. users 
were uniformly con:lused about the first new message hav
ing a number greater thart one. When asked about their con
cept of me:ssage mUllbering. users generally responded that 
tb.ey expected the me:ssag:es to he organized like Sun's inter
nal voice IIlail where lIew me~:slg{,S start with number 1. No 
one alluded to t:he :\1aillool or.~anizati(ln of messages. 

We improvt:d tbe :;ituati,)n b:{ ou:nbt:ring new mt:ssages 1 
to n and old me:;sages 1 to n. Of course. thh introduced a 
new probkm. {)noe .1 messag'~ was read. did it immediately 
become old and re·:;dve a different nllmbl~r? Since we 
wlmted users to bt: ahle to refme'lce messag'!s by number 
(e.g .• "Skip back to JI.es~ag~ fClllI."). :renumbE:ring the mes
sages seemed ulIwis,!. Insteld. we added the concept of 

"read message~;." so ifusl~rs revisited a message. they were 
reminded that thl~y had alread y read it. but the message 
numbers stayed constant until the end of the session. Fol
lowing the changes. users consistently stated that they knew 
where they were in the system. and specifically mentioned 
the helpfulness of the reminder messages. 

Information Flow. Just as one way of organizing information 
can be clear on the screen and confusing when spoken. so it 
is with information flow. A frequently used flow-of-control 
convention in GUI design is the pop-up dialog box. These 
are often used to elicit confirmation from the user. A typical 
example is a Yes/No or OK/Cancel dialog box that acts as a 
barrier to further action until the user makes a selection. 
The pop-up is visually salient. and thus captures the user's 
attention. The closing of the dialog box also serves as 
important feedback to the user. 

We attempted to create speech dialog boxes. For example. 
we wanted a confumation from the user before sending a 
new message (e.g .• "Your message is being sent to Matt 
Marx. Okay?"). lbe only acceptable answers to this ques
tion were "yes." "okay," "no" and some synonyms. Users 
were highly non-compliant! Some seemed confused by the 
question: others simply ignored it. Some of the confusion 
was Understandable. Occasionally. users had said some
thing other than "send." If this happened. users often 
repeated or rephrased their command (e.g .. "review") 
instead of answering the question with a "no." Even with
out recognition problems. only a few users answered the 
yes/no question directly. Instead. many simply proceeded 
with their planned task (e.g .. "Read the next message."). 
Sometimes they added "yes" or "no" to the beginning of 
their phrase to acknowledge the prompt. This phenomenon 
was also observed by researchers at NTT [5]. 

When considered in the context of spoken dialog. this 
behavior is actually quite natw·al. As the classic example 
"Do you have the time?" illustrates. yes/no questions rarely 
require yes/no aru;wers. The listener frequently has to infer 
yes or no. or pick it out from the context of a larger utter
ance. 

Not being able to count on reliable answers to yes/no ques
tions can be problematic from a design standpoint since 
designing for errors is a necessity in the speech arena. We 
handled this problem in a number of different ways. First. 
we removed as many of these spoken dialog boxes as possi
ble. Where we felt confirmation was necessary. we allowed 
users to preface commands with yes or no. If they did not. 
we treated a valill command as an implicit request to "do 
the right thing." For example, ill the case of the exit dialog. 
"Did you say to hang up?". we treated any valid input as an 
implicit "no." In the few rare cases where we wanted to be 
absolutely sure w,~ were able to understand the user's input. 
we used what Candace Kannn calls directive prompts [4] 
instead of using a more conversational style. For instance. 
after the user has recorded a new mail message. we prompt 
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them to "Say cjincel, send, or revi(;w." 

Challenge: Recognition errors 

Ironically, the biUKj of sfeech-driven interfaces is the very 
tool which makes them possible: the speech recognizer. 
One can never be completely ;5iire that the nxognizer has 
understood con ectly [ntt;racting v/ith a recognizer over the 
ujlephone is not mililcc conversing with a beginning student 
of your native language: sina; il is easy for your conversa-
tional couiiteipart to misunderstand, you must continually 
check and verify, oft<jn repeaCng cr reptirasing until you are 
understood. 

Not only are the recognition errors irustrating, but so are 
the recognizer s inconsistent res])onsei3. It is common for 
the user to say something ouos ami have it recognized, then 
say it again and have it misrecogmzed. This lack of predict-
ability is insidious. It not only makes the recognizer seem 
less cooperative than a non-native speaker, but, more 
importantly, the unpredictability makes it difficult for the 
user to construct and maintain a useful conceptual model of 
the applications' behaviors. When the user says something 
and the computer performs the correct action, the user 
makes manj' assumptions about cause and effect. When the 
user says the same tiling again jmd some random action 
occurs due to a misrecognition, ill th*; valuable assump-
tions are now called iato question. Not only £ire users frus-
U'ated by Ihe recognilior. errors, but thiiy are frustrated by 
their inability lo iif;ure out how thu applications work. 

A variety of phenomena result in recogjiition errcis. If the 
user speaks before the system is re adj' to listen, only part of 
the speecli is cai)tuied end thus ilmofit surely misunder-
stood. An accent, a cold, or an exaggerated tone can result 
in speech which does not matdi tie voice model of the rec-
ognizer. Backgroimd noise, especially words spoken by 
passersby, can be mistaken for the user's voice. Finally, out-
of-vocabulary utterances—i.e., the user says something not 
covered by the grammar or the dictionary—necessarily 
result in errors. 

Recognition errors can be div ided into three categories: 
rejection, substitution, and insertion [10]. A rejection error 
is said to occur whea tlie recognizer has no hypothesis 
about what the user said. A substitution error involves the 
recognizer mistaking; the user's utterjince for a different 
legal utterance, as when 'send a message" is interpreted as 
"seventh message." V/itIi an insertion error, the recognizer 
interprets noise as a Ligal utt»5raa(«—psrhaps others in the 
room were talking, or the user ioadverteatly tapped the tele-
phone. 

Rejection Errors. In haniling rej{x:tion errors, we want to 
avoid the "brick wall" effect—that every rejection is met 
v/ith the same "I didn't understfnd" response. Based on 
user complaints as well as our observation of hov/ quickly 
frustration levels increased wh<;n iaced with repetitive 
errors, we eliininatec the rei)etitiou. Li its place, we give 

progressive assistance: we give a short error message the 
first couple of times, and if errors persist, we offer more 
assistance. FOJ- example, here is one progression of error 
messages that a aser might encounter: 

What did you say? 

Sorry? 

Sorry. Please rephrase. 

I didn't understand. Speak clearly, but don't overempha-
size. 

Still no luck. Wait for the prompt tone before speaking. 

As background noise and early starts are common causes of 
misrecognition, simply repeating the command often solves 
the problem. Persistent errors are often a sign of out-of-
vocabulary utterances, so we escalate to asking the user to 
try rephrasing the request. Anotlier common problem is that 
users respond to repeated rejection errors by exaggerating; 
thus they must be reminded to speak normally and clearly. 

Progressive assistance does more than bring the error to the 
user's attention; the user is guided towards speaking a legal 
utterance by successively more informative error messages 
which consider the probable context of the misunderstand-
mg. Repetitiveness and frustration are reduced. One study 
participant praised our progressive assistance strategy: 
"When you've made your request three times, it's actually 
nice that you don't have the exact same response. It gave 
me the perception that it's trying to understand what I'm 
saying." 

Substitution Errors. Where rejection errors are frustrating, 
substitution errors can be damaging. K the user asks the 
weather application for "Kuai" but the recognizer hears 
"Good-bye" and then hangs up, the interaction could be 
completely terminated. Hence, in some situations, one 
wants to explicitly verify that the user's utterance was cor-
rectly understood. 

Verifying every utterance, however, is much too tedious. 
Where commands consist of short queries, as in asking 
about calendar emxies, verification can take longer than pre-
sentation. For example, if a user asks "What do I have 
today?", responding with "Did you say 'what do I have 
today'?", adds too much to the interaction. We verify the 
utterance implicitly by echoing back part of the command 
in the answer: "Today, at 10:00, you have a meeting widi..." 

As Kamm suggests [4], we warn: verification commensurate 
with the cost of tlie action which would be effected by the 
recognized utterance. Reading the wrong stock quote or 
calendar entry will make the user wait a few seconds, but 
sending a confidential message to the wrong person by mis-
take could have serious consequences. 

The following split describes our verification scheme: com-
mands which involve the presentation of data to the user are 
verified implicidy, and commands which will destroy data 
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or set in motion fnure t~vems art! verified explicitly. If a 
user asks about the weather ire Duluth. tile system will indi
cate that it is the report for Duluth before reading the con
tents. The u&er is then fre.e tel regain control of the 
interaction by interrupting the s}nthesizer (unfortunately 
using a touch-tone command in our CUITent implementa
tion). If. on the other hand. the user wants to fax a 500 page 
mail message. the system will check to make sure that's 
what was really meant. 

Although not its primary purpose. the SpeechActs natural 
Lmguage component. called Swiftus, helps to compensate 
for minor substitution en-ors [7). It does so by allowing the 
application developer to ::onvert rhrases meaning the same 
thing into a canonical form. Fo]' eJlample. the following cal
endar queIies wiU aU be interpreted the same way: 

What does Ni(:ole have: Ma:{ sixth? 

What do Nic.ole hf.\i e on May si v.? 

What is on Nicole's schedule May sixth? 

This means that some stbstitutiol eITors (e.g .• "Switch to 
weather." misre:cognized as "Please weather") will still 
r·~sult in the CO]'['I~ct ~~ctioJl. 

insertion Errort:. Spurious recognition typically occurs due 
to background noise. The illuwry utterance will either be 
rejected or mistaken for :ill actual command; in either case. 
the previous methods can be applied. The real challenge is 
to prevent insertion errors. Ust:rs can press a keypad com
mand to turn off the 5peech reco.~nizer in order to talk to 
someone. sneeze:, or ~im:ply gather their thoughts. Another 
keypad command rf·star':s the recogni2er and prompts the 
user with "What nO\l'?" t.) indica.lI: that it is li~:tenillg again. 

ChallengE!: nil! NatlJre C)f S~·eecll 
Current speech te:c:mologies c:ertainly pose substantial 
design challenges. h1lt tll(~ WI}' lLature of speech itself is 
also problematic. For users to sllCo~ed with a SUI. they 
must rely on a dijfeml1t s~t of mental abilities than is neces
:;ary for sllcce~.sful GU1 ime:~actioIls. For examp.1e. short
tt~rm memory. the ability to rraintun a mental model of the 
system's state. and tile c,lpac.lt:{ for visualizing the organi
zation of infoJlllation ,are all more impOltant cognitive skills 
for SUI interactions than for GUI interactions. 

Lack of Visual Feed/Jack. Tile inherent lack of visual feed
back in a speech-only int~rface can lead users to feel less in 
control. In a graphical inlerface. a new user can explore the 
interface at leisure. taking tim~ to think. ponder. and 
explore. With It Spl!t!cb interface. the user must either 
answer qUt~StiOIW, initiate a dialog or Ix: faced with silence. 
Long pausI~~; in conv·~:~salions are often perceived ~LS embar
rassing or uncowfoft'tbk. ~;o tlse:'s fl!el a need to respond 
quickly. This lat:k of think time. coup.led with nothing to 
l')ok at. c:m (:,3use r.sefS to add false starts or "urns" and 
"ahs" to the beginning t)f th~ir sentl~nc<es. increasing the 
likelihood of rt!cognit.on elTO~s. 

lack of visuals also means much less information can be 
transmitted to the user at one time. Given a large set of new 
mail mt:ssage~; o~ a month's worth of calendar appoint
ments. there is no quick way te· glance at the information. 
One user said: "Not being able to view it-1 was surprised 
at the level of frm.tration it caused." 

To partially compensate for the lack of visual cues. we plan 
to use both scanning and filtering techniques. For example. 
during the iterative redesign we added the ability to scan 
mail headers. We also plan to add functionality so that users 
can have their mail filtered by topic or by user. and their 
calendar entries summarized by week and by month. This 
way. important messages and appointments will be called 
out to the user fir!;t, eliminating some of the need to glance 
at the information, 

Speed and Persistence. Although speech is easy for 
humans to produ::e. it is much harder for us to consume 
[10]. The slowness of the Speec:l output. whether it be syn
thesized or recorded. is one contributing factor. Almost 
everyone can absorb written information more quickly than 
verbal information. Lack of persistence is another factor. 
This makes Speec:l both easy to miss and easy to forget. 

To compensate for these variom: problems. we attempted to 
follow some of the maxims H.P. Grice states as part of his 
cooperative principle of conversation [2]. Grice counsels 
that contributions should be informative. but no more so 
than is required. They should also be relevant. brief. and 
orderly. 

Because speech is an inherently slow output medium. much 
of our dialog redesign effort f·xused on being brief. We 
eliminated en tin prompts wh,!never possible and inter
leaved feedback with the next conversational move so as 
not to waste time. 

We also eliminated extraneous words whenever possible. 
By using a technique which wt: call tapered presentation. 
we were able to shorten output considerably in cases where 
we had a list of ;imilar items This technique basically 
involves not repf:ating words 1hat can be implied. In the 
stock quotes application. for example. when a user asks for 
his or her portfolio status. the response is something like: 

Currently. Sun is trading at 32. up 1/2 since yesterday. 

SGI is at 23. down 1/4. 

IBM IS at 69, up 1/8. 

With the first stOCk. we establish the pattern of how the data 
is going to be presented. With successive stocks. we 
streamline the presentation by eliminating repetitive words. 

Also in the pursuit of brevity and in an attempt not to stress 
user's short-term memory. we avoid the use of lists or 
menus. Instead. we use conversational conventions to give 
users an idea of \that to say neKt. In the calendar applica
tion. for example. we always start with "Today. you have ... " 
By initiating the conversation and providing some common 
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ground, it seems natural for users to respond by saying, 
"What do I have tomorrow?" oi' "What does Paul have 
today?" 

Ambiguous Silence. i'Vnother speech-related problem, also 
observed by Stifelman [11], is the difficulty users have in 
interpreting silence. Sometimes silence means that the 
speech recognizer is wojking on what they said, but other 
times, it means that tlie lecognizer simply did not hear the 
user's input. 

This last problem is perhaps the easiest to overcome. 
C-'learly, the user needs immediate feedback even if the rec-
ognizer is a bit slow. We plan (o add an audio cue that will 
serve the same purpose as a graphical watch cursor. This 
will let users know if the computer is working on their 
request, leaving silence to mean that the system is waiting 
for input. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Based on our experiena; designing SpeechActs, we have 
concluded that adhering to tlie pjinciples of conversation 
does, in fact, make fa* a more usable speech-only interface. 
Just as in himian-human dialog, grounding the conversa-
tion. avoidmg repetition, and handling interruptions are all 
factors that lead to sucx^essfial communication. 

Due to the nature of sj^eech itself, the comput(;r's portion of 
the dialog must be both as brief and as informative as possi-
ble. This can b<} achieved by streamlining the design, usmg 
tapered presentaticm teclmiques, providing short-cuts that 
make use of anodier meidiura (such as touch-tones), and 
making verification commensurate with the cost of the 
action. 

As with all other interface design efforts, immediate and 
informative feedback is essential. In the speech domain, 
users must know wlwjn the system has heard them speak, 
and then know tliat their speei;h was recognized correctly. 

Finally, we have slrciig e videmx i;o suggest tliat translating 
a graphical interface into spe(x:h is not likely to produce an 
effective interface, Tne des ip oi the SIJI must be a sepa-
rate effort thai involves studying human-human conversa-
tions in tlie application domaui. 11" users are ex])ected to 
alternate between modalities, c arc; must be taken to ensure 
that the SUI deiiign is consisteni with the correfsponding 
oxaphical inteifac€i. IMs involved consistency of concepts 
and not a direct irans laticm of graphical elements, language, 
and interaction techniques. 

While inttirface challenges abound, we- hope tliat working 
with speech technology at tiiis utage in its development will 
provide speech vendors with die impetus to make the 
improvements necessary ior tlie creation of truly fluent 
speech interfaces. 
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